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Abstract-A method of analytical inversion of the incomplete Won transform is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a continuation of [l], we use the notations of [l], and the bibliography of the subject. 
The tomographic data allow one to calculate the Radon transform of an inhomogeneity. Let this 
inhomogeneity be described by a function f(z) E L’(B,), B, := {z : 121 5 P, c E R3}, r > 0 is a 
given number, f(z) = 0 in B: := R3\B,. The Radon transform f^(cr,p) := JR3 f(z)h(p-CY.Z)~Z, 
cv E S2, p E R. Our results remain valid in R d, d 1 2. Taking the Fourier transform of f(a,p) 
in p one gets the well-known formula 
Jrn f^((~,p) exp(iAp) dp = F(c) := l3 f(z) exp(i< . z) dz, ( = Aa, A E R. 
--oo 
(1) 
If f(cr,p) is known for cr E @, an open set in S2, then one talks about incomplete Radon 
transform or limited-angle tomographic data. It is well-known (and follows immediately from (1) 
and analyticity of F(t)) that if f( x ) is compactly supported then the limited-angle data determine 
f(x) uniquely. Our concern, as in [l], is with an analytic inversion formula which allows one to 
calculate f(x) with an arbitrary accuracy given (exact) incomplete Radon transform of f(z) and 
the number T, the radius of the support of f(z). In [l] th is inversion problem is reduced to 
the inversion of the Fourier transform F(f) of f(z) in th e case when the Fourier transform is 
known in the cones {X(Y) VX E R, and the number r is known. However, actually in [l] the 
Fourier transform is inverted for f(x) f rom a ball I< - (01 5 &, A > 0. Therefore part of the 
available information, namely the values of F(c) outside this ball and inside the cones is not used. 
The purpose of the present paper is to derive an analytical inversion formula for f(z) from the 
knowledge of F(t) * t m wo disjoint sets, P+ and P-. Here P+ is a parallelepiped (box) situated in 
the cone C+ := {A(Y) Va E 22, VX > 0, and P- c C_ is the box, symmetric to P+ with respect 
to the origin. To simplify the discussion, let us assume that the cones C’i: have <s = z axis as 
the symmetry axis and are circular. The box P+ = {t : 0 < a 5 t < b, I<11 5 1, I,$21 5 I), and 
P- := {< : -b 5 % 5 --a, I[11 5 1, I<21 5 I}. 
The problem is: given F(t) in P := P+ U P_ find f( ) x analyhcally with arbitrary accumcy. 
This problem is solved in Section 2. We conclude this introduction by mentioning 
that, as in [l, Section 3.11, one can consider the inversion in the case of noisy data 
Fa (0, suptE P IFa (0 - F(t)1 < 6. In th is case one can calculate analytically a stable approx- 
imation fa (x) to f(x): suplzl I (I Ifa (x) - f(x)1 = q(6) 4 0 as 6 + 0. The method described 
in [2] provides an estimate of the rate of the convergence ~(6) + 0. The basic new point of this 
paper is the formula (9) for analytic inversion of the Fourier transform of a compactly supported 
function from two disjoint compact sets. 
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2. THE INVERSION FORMULA 
Let us recall [2] that the function 
6N(& Ao) :=6N(z):=piV(%)*&V(%):= (&>, (I-5)“. (sin+F)2N+q, (2) 
where q and N are positive integers, has the following properties 
where the norm is L2(-r, r) if f E L2(-r, r) or C(-r, r) if f E c(-r, r); the sequence prr(z) 
in (2) is a delta-sequence on the interval (-r, r) in the sense that (3) holds with pa in place 
of a~(%); the Fourier transform 
6N(U) := hN(U,&) := hN(u) := I O” &V(Z) eXp(iu%) d% (4) 
J-W 
vanishes for Y > As and u < -& and is a c” function if q > m; if N and q are even integers 
then b&Z) 1 0 and bN(-%) = bN(%); in this C&V.? hN(V) = hN(-V), Imh(v) = 0; 6N(%) is an 
entire function of exponential type Xc. 
Given 0 < a < b define 
AN(%) := a~(.%, X0) COS(CZ), 
b+a b-a 
c:= 2' 
A0 := -. 
2 (5) 
LEMMA 1. AN(%) is a delta-sequence on the interval (-r,r) in the sense that (3) holds with 
AN(%) in place of IN. Moreover, AN(Y) = 0 for -a 5 v 5 a and for v > b and v < -b. 
PROOF. Since a~(%) is a delta-sequence on (-r, r) and cos(c%) = 1 at % = 0, the first statement 
of Lemma 1 is obvious. The second statement is easy to check: 
AN(%)= bN(z) 
exp(ic%) + exp(-icz) 
2 
> 80 AN(V)= @N(v+c)+ gN(,- c)]. 
By construction, one has IN(v) = 0 for v > (b-a)/2 and Y < -(b-a)/2. Therefore, 8N(V+C) = 0 
for v + (b + a)/2 > (b - a)/2 and v + (b + a)/2 < -(b - a)/2, that is, for v > --a and v < -b. 
Also &(v - C) = 0 for v - (b + a)/2 > (b - a)/2 and v - (b + a)/2 < -(b - a)/2, that is, for 
v > b and v < --a. Therefore, AN(V) = 0 for -a < v < a and for u > b and Y < -b. Lemma 1 
is proved. I 
It is now easy to write the inversion formula. Define z = (zi, 22, z) and 
7dz) := A,(%)6N~(21,z)6N,(z2,z), N = (N,hN3h (6) 
where 1 is chosen so that the boxes P+ and P_ belong to the cones C+ and C- , respectively. One 
can choose, of course, Ni = N2 = Ns. Let us say that N + oo if min(Ni, Ns, Ns) --+ co. Define 
(7) 
THEOREM 1. One has 
jjfN(+f(z)ll :=I@) -,o asN +a=', 
the norm in (8) is L2(&) is f E La(&) and C(B,) is f E C(&). If 
(8) 
sup {If(t)I + lVf(~)lI 5 m ZEB, 
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then p(N) 5 Am(N;? + NC* + IV;+), where A is an absolute constant. The function f~(z) 
can also be calculated by the formula: 
where 
One has 
where 
fdz) = & 
J 
(YWWNW exp(--it 
P+UP_ 
HN(t) = gNs(~3)hN~(~l,I)hNa(~2,1), 
J 
00 &a(v) := A,(Z) exp(ivz)dz. 
--oo 
21, (9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
PROOF. Formula (8) follows Lemma 1. The estimate for p(N) follows from the results in [2] 
(see also formula (26) in [l]). Formulas (9)-(12) one obtains from (6), (7) and the convolution 
theorem for Fourier transforms. I 
REMARK 1. It would be interesting to find such a delta-sequence on (-r, r) of entire functions of 
the given exponential type & that the convergence rate of fN(z) would be better, so that e(N) 
would decay faster. 
REMARK 2. It would be interesting to find an optimal location of P+ and P_ in the cones. If 
one takes a and/or 6 too large, then the boxes P* are located far from the origin, where F(t) is 
small. Therefore, one needs to measure or calculate F(t) with very high accuracy in the region. 
However, if the data are noisy, this will be practically impossible. If a is chosen too small, then I 
will be small (I is of order atgr9, where 2t9 is the angle at the vertex of the cones Ch). If I is small 
then the large portion of the data, namely C\ P, where C := C+ UC- and P := P+ UP- ia not 
used in computation. This will lead to computational instability of the inversion procedure. 
REMARK 3. In place of boxes Ph one can use cylinders Cyl, := {[ : a 5 z 5 b, tf + <i 5 p2} 
and Cyl_ := {[ : -b < z 5 -a, G + (22 5 p2). I 
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